Music, Stoic

1 - Making Love
   • Live vocals by two dancers

2 - Harmonics of Crickets

3 - Artshow
   • Live vocals by dancers

4 - Art Gallery Tango
   • Violin - Samy Bishai
   • Piano - Gabriele Miracle
   • Hand percussion / Tango shaker - Tsubasa Hori

5 - Harmonics of Crickets
   • Live vocal by dancer

6 - American Rhino
   • Percussion / Crashes - Gabriele Miracle, Tsubasa Hori
   • Hand clap - Kaspy N’dia
   • Violin - Samy Bishai

7 - Harmonics of Crickets
   • Live vocals by dancers

8 - Smoking
   • Koto - Tsubasa Hori
   • Piano - Gabriele Miracle
   • Kora / Vocals - Kaspy N’dia
   • Vocals - Mohammed El Arabi-Serghini
   • Violin - Samy Bishai

9 - Harmonics of Crickets (Cigarette Bombs)
   • Koto - Tsubasa
   • Piano - Gabriele Miracle
   • Violin - Samy Bishai

10 - Art Gallery Tango (short)
    • Violin - Samy Bishai
    • Piano - Tsubasa Hori
    • Hand percussion / Tango Shaker - Gabriele Miracle
11 - Harmonics of Crickets
- Live vocals by dancers
- Koto - Tsubasa
- Piano - Gabriele Miracle
- Violin - Samy Bishai

12 - Saidi
- Vocals/Darbuka - Mohammed El Arabi-Serghini
- Guitar/Vocals - Kaspy N’dia
- Violin - Samy Bishai
- Piano - Gabriele Miracle

13 - Bass Ape
- Percussion - Gabriele Miracle
- Koto - Tsubasa Hori

13.2 - Kuroda Bushi
- Folksong from Fukuoka
- Koto / Vocals - Tsubasa Hori

14 - Drunk Techno
- Violin - Samy Bishai
- Percussion - Gabriele Miracle, Tsubasa Hori
- Hand claps / Drunk background wails - Kaspy N’dia

15. Soshu Yakyoku
- Piano - Gabriele Miracle
- Vocals - Tsubasa Hori
- Violin - Samy Bishai

16 - Dinosaur

17 - Cocaine
- Percussion - Gabriele Miracle, Tsubasa Hori

18 - Unarikami (Yoisura Bushi).
Traditional folk song from the Amami islands (Kagoshima prefecture).
- Song by Kazutomi Tsuki Kozuki and Tsubasa Hori, vocal coach Anna Sato.
- Piano - Gabriele Miracle
- Violin - Samy Bishai
- Koto - Tsubasa Hori

19 - Books
- Koto - Tsubasa Hori
- Kora - Kaspy N’dia
- Violin - Samy Bishai
• Percussion - Gabriele Miracle

20 - Shutterclock
• Kora / Vocals - Kaspy N’dia
• Percussion - Tsubasa Hori

21 - Bil Lah Yah
• Vocals - Mohammed El Arabi-Serghini
• Violin - Samy Bishai
• Percussion - Gabriele Miracle, Tsubasa Hori

22 - Dum Pater Familias Medieval chant from the 12th century from the Codex Calixtinus dedicated to St. Jacob of Compostela
• Vocals - Dancers and musicians
• Violin - Samy Bishai

23 - Moments of Wonder / Soshu Yakyoku
• Japanese song by Ryoich Hattori, Lyrics by Yaso Saijo
• Koto / Vocals - Tsubasa Hori
• Piano - Gabriele Miracle

24 - Le Plat Pays
• Composition: Jacques Brel, Arr. Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, Kaspy N’dia
• Guitar - Kaspy N’dia
• Vocals - Dancers and musicians

25 - Floating to the Creator
• Violin - Samy Bishai
• Piano - Gabriele Miracle
• Koto - Tsubasa Hori
• Vocals - Mohammed El Arabi-Serghini